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For a company to adapt to the pace of change, three important pillars must be solid and
clearly understood by the employees. These pillars are Strategy, Structure, and
Culture. These pillars are not separate from each other; on the contrary, they are
connected by beams. The problem in the phase of change and transformation, these
pillars are evaluated individually without considering their relationship with each other.
Moreover, bringing people into focus may be skipped. However, to be able to work
within the Strategy-Structure-Culture (S-S-C) triangle and adapt to changes, clear goals
need to be built in a 'participatory' manner, employee skills need to be developed
accordingly and (structural and cultural) enablers  should be ameliorated. 

Understanding tie rods and their interactions with people, moves us forward towards a
complementary Agility. Then your employees can manifest what to do, why, and how.
And that is the true beginning of the agility journey.
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BRINGING PEOPLE INTO FOCUS 
IN AGILE TRANSFORMATIONS 

 

Pieces of the Puzzle

The linear way of doing business, processes, and habits developed according to 150 years old
production models, have lost their validity. Everyone realizes more clearly, especially during the Covid-
19 period, that the hierarchical structures and the command-and-control styles do not work any longer.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to move forward with three or four-year strategies today, because the
business model and structure you have created can become outdated very quickly and we may have
difficulty adapting to the new generation of work culture.

For rapid adaptation, millennials, who make up most of your employees, need to focus on value-added
work rather than commands given during business hours. The core reality of being able to do this, lies
in your employees' capacity to manifest the how by knowing why they do what they do. This is one of
the most basic needs of today's business world because new ideas are data-driven, up-to-date and
everything flows very fast. In order not to become a dinosaur, we must understand WHAT and WHY we
need to adapt and make use of the power, diversity, and flexibility of collective memory in an
effective way. We call this 'Agile Leadership'. However, what is meant by “leader” here is not only those
in managerial positions. It is every individual who has developed the ability to use his/her own
leadership skills in every environment s/he is in. This way, companies can actually switch to an agile
approach, which is the management style of the VUCA era, and can offer value-added outcome to the
variable consumer behaviors.

“Just tell people what to do and they will surprise you with how they do it,” says General Patton. Today, it
is essential that people first understand what they do and why they do it. Afterwards, it is important to
provide them a space where they can decide and implement how they will do it. In short, you should
unite people around a common goal and give balanced autonomy on the way to the goal. 

Erik Korsvik Ostergaard, in his book “Teals Dots
in an Orange World” talks about the importance
of staying in an agreement on a common
purpose between teams for the balanced
success of autonomy and harmony. However,
this may not be as easy as it sounds. The key to
doing this, is to understand the dynamics of the
organization with a holistic mindset. It is also
important to be able to predict the behavior of
internal stakeholders and know their strengths.



Here is a short roadmap:
●      To understand what makes sense within the company for the employees,
●      To understand the degree of harmony between the company and employees’ purpose.
●      To find out (real) ways to increase employee motivation.

“ E V E R Y  C O M P A N Y  H A S  I T S  O W N  P U R P O S E ,  S T R A T E G Y ,  U N I Q U E
S T R U C T U R E ,  A N D  C U L T U R E .  W H I L E  A  C O M P A N Y  T R I E S  T O  T A K E

A D V A N T A G E  O F  T H I S  T R I P L E  P I L L A R ,  I T  H A S  T O  A D A P T  I T S E L F  T O
E X T E R N A L  C H A N G E S .  T O  B E  A B L E  T O  W O R K  W I T H I N  T H E  T R I A N G L E

A N D  R E A C T  T O  C H A N G E S ,  I T  I S  N E C E S S A R Y  T O  E N C O U R A G E
B E H A V I O R A L  C H A N G E  I N  E M P L O Y E E S . ”

Purpose expresses WHAT
(strategy is how we will achieve it). 

If employees clearly understand the company's purpose and
strategy, they can move on to the ‘why’ part more easily.

Structural/systemic recognition mechanisms that will enable employees to take action in line
with the company's goals.
Methods that are aligned with the values of the employees to increase their motivation in real
terms.

For employees to make sense of the WHY part and put it into practice, two important supporting
elements are required:

1.

2.

We can think of organizational dynamics as the pillars that carry our house. To adapt to the fast-paced
environment around us, these pillars that keep our house standing must be very solid. These pillars are
strategy, structure, and culture (S-S-C). These pillars are not separate from each other, rather are
connected by beams. For this reason, it is necessary to check the beams in between as well as the
columns themselves, and their strength should be checked at intervals. In short, holistic care is
required.



The HOW part is directly related to the beams that connect your company's structure and culture
and express the enabling (or limiting) elements. Your employees can progress on their way in line
with the compliance rate in this beam. If the enablers are enough, the employees will surprise you
with ‘how’ they do it, as Patton puts it.

If you want your employees to understand why they do what they do and how they manifest, your
task -as an Agile Leader- should be to increase their motivation in this journey and remove the
barriers on their path.

To summarize, being truly agile means being able to work holistically and having an agile mindset
(not only applying agile practices). And, there is one thing we should not forget:
The human factor.

Putting People in Focus

As David Rock points out in his article "Managing with the Brain in Mind," the brain experiences the
workplace first and foremost as a social system, although 'work' is often seen as a purely economic
transaction in which people exchange their labor for material reward. So, human interrelated factors
may not be ignored in this social system (workplace).

Bringing people into focus begins with two important concepts: meaning and value.

Beginning with Durkheim and Weber, values   are
discussed to explain social and personal structures
and change. In particular, it is used to characterize
cultural groups, societies, and individuals, to
monitor change over time, and to explain the
motivational basis of their attitudes and behaviors.

Our value systems are reflected in our lives as
principles: We often act in harmony with our values.
Thanks to the principles that motivate us, we move
towards a purpose that we find meaningful. For
example, if trust is an important principle for us, we
expect behaviors that will support this principle
from the people around us, and we show our
sensitivity to this issue with our behaviors.



Nowadays, the eyes are focused on 'principles' in agile
business practices. This is because the principles act like a
buffering area between the invisible deep values   (which
carries meaning) and standards (which in a sense kills
diversity). The buffering area, indeed creates a playground
for us to manifest the ‘how’ by displaying purposeful
authentic behaviors.

If we ignore our own principles, after a while, we may
become a slave to the system and the standards we
created. As Frederick Laloux describes amber
organizations in his book Reinventing Organizations,
“order and predictability feel like a safe haven; We no
longer pay attention to threats, we just follow the rules”.
The interesting thing is that, the system in the beginning
may have been built on some values   and principles
reflecting our values. However, after a while, the
standardized system starts to place each new element
(including new colleagues) according to its own
operational flow because this ‘new’ small element entering
the system should not get stuck in the middle of gears and
reduce the performance of the whole big wheels. 

Nevertheless, new social systems need people who will produce ‘new’ value-added perspectives and
meaningful outcomes. Hence, we need principles that will create a vacuum so that people breath the
air freely and manifest different views. That's why agile approaches focusing on people during
transformation are needed.

So, how do we make sure that this complex mechanism works smoothly without crushing the
intervening wheels? The answer can be found by looking at companies as social systems rather than
machines. Operating a social system is about understanding all the moving parts, both people and
the mechanisms that move separately while also interacting with each other. 

Values - Principles - Behaviors - Purpose Connection  



The key to success in becoming truly agile, is to understand the dynamics of your organization with a
holistic mindset. Culture is one of the most important places to focus. But culture is a deep and
complex, often abstract concept.

Edgar H. Schein defines organizational culture as “a common pattern of basic assumptions that group
members acquire over time as they learn to deal successfully with internal and external issues”. Ravasi
and Schultz define it as “a set of shared assumptions that lead us to certain behaviors”. Kotter has
expanded this a little and added the concept of subcultures.

In the light of these definitions, we can understand that it is not easy to embody the culture in a form
of assumptions and to tie it neatly to the ‘why’ of a company. But if we know ‘what’ we are doing, then it
might be easier to think about the ‘why’. In previous pages, we had thought of strategy as ‘what’, and
the connection beam between culture and strategy as ‘why’. The following illustration may provide a
greater understanding on the importance of connection:

Source: Oxford Leadership

Strategy - Culture   

Strategy - Culture Misalignment   



If the current is coming from the east while the wind is blowing from the west, which way do you think
the iceberg will move?

If a company carries out strategy workshops vision studies on one hand and values and change
management projects independently on the other, which direction do you think the iceberg will go
towards? You guessed it! it's not going anywhere. That's why agile leadership is crucial. The most
important task of this new adaptive leadership is to make room for teams to do the right thing in
line with company strategy, purpose, and culture.

Your aim is collaboration that will create
added value,
And encourage teams to be self-directed.
But be aware that as you encourage them,
this will shape their own culture.

Here are the critical points to pay attention:

The concept of ‘self-organizing’ teams, may
sometimes be used without being filled in agile
transformations. In order for these ideal teams
to self-organize, they need to have necessary
competency sets, plus facilitators helping them
to understand the what and manifest the how.
Otherwise, corporate collaboration often
remains an illusion; because corporate
collaboration is the norm based on process
optimization, division of labor, and functional
specialization. 

The key to changing your culture is influence,
not the power. You can motivate people,
support their development, but you cannot
manage them naturally. Only when you
understand the dynamics and patterns will you
identify areas of improvement and the methods
that will motivate them to the extent of your
awareness and set out. That's why
understanding two factors about human
beings; 'meaning' and 'value', makes a powerful
contribution. According to neuroscientist
Jeffrey Schwartz, it's important to be mindful of
what's going on inside in order to create
organizational change. His advice is to
implement regular routines where you can
observe people's emotions and thinking
patterns while working. These rituals will make
you notice some patterns and dynamics. 

If we do not want to create organizations that go right or left as shown in the iceberg example, we need
to aim to create a culture in which dynamic strategies can work together instead of long-term
strategies. Strategy is only an idea if it is not implemented. Those who will implement the strategy are
people who have understood it clearly. This brings us to the concept of dynamic strategy. 

 Dynamic strategy (emerging strategy) is the ability to
react on time and in the right way to changes in life. The
first step is to start with a coherent hypothesis based on
what needs to be done and why. The next step is to
research (try) what might work, check for early indicators
of success or failure, and then re-adapt. According to
Björn Sandberg and Helgi Gudmundsson, this is the basic
approach behind dynamic strategies. By experimenting
and re-adapting, you can also transform culture to serve
the strategy and evolve in interaction. 



Strategy - Structure   

Understanding culture alone is not enough either: An organization is a complex and adaptive
ecosystem, with its people and interactions with its environment. Therefore, the structure needs to be
understood also. “Structure” is the sum of your technical infrastructure, workflow processes, and
intangible resources (to the extent of your workforce skills and competencies), as well as the way you
use them.

Within the relationship between strategy and structure, it is essential that structures be simple and
also aligned with the purpose, so that people may respond to the change easier and support strategy.
Therefore, it is difficult to achieve a dynamic strategy within hierarchical structures, especially with
fixed key indicators. Working with flexible targets that will be stretched might be a better option. Let’s
go even further: Why don’t they set their goals themselves? For example, when people master a new
skill, their perception of status increases: Paying employees more for their ‘new’ skills rather than
seniority itself is a status booster. This may mean a change in your performance management, but this
change in system will play an important role in realizing the dynamic strategy and changing the
culture.

Performance management may not always be associated with tangible rewards. In behavioral
psychology studies, it has been observed that unexpected and short-term recognitions are also
extremely effective in increasing the performance and engagement of employees.

In short, our aim is to create organizational structures in such a way that employees can respond
quickly to the strategy. In this mechanism, it is necessary to empower people to make decisions. And
empowered people like to have recognitions.

In short, our aim is to create
organizational structures in such a
way that employees can respond

quickly to the strategy. In this
mechanism, it is necessary to empower

people to make decisions. 
And empowered people like to have

recognitions.



Structure - Culture   

The relationship between structure and culture determines HOW we move towards our purpose.

Every organization is only as strong as its barriers. There might be factors that slows down your pace
of taking action and responding to change. Or vice versa, the ability to be aware of your strengths and
using them effectively, can give you a competitive advantage. In both cases, unless your employees
understand ‘what’they need to do ‘why’, they may not be able to act and perform on “how”. No matter
how well the relationships between strategy, structure and culture are established, every company
responds to change as much as its barriers allow. Weak areas in employee competencies,
incompatible technical infrastructure or inability to take initiative or to form a company culture, are
some of the 'barriers'. 

What is performance?    

Performance is actually an outcome of our behavior, that is, our actions. Kurt Lewin defines the
behavior formula as: 

B= f (E,P)

Our behavior (Behavior: B) is only a function of two main factors: our environment (Environment: E) and
our personality (Personality: P).

Generally, our personality does not change unless serious events/traumas occur in our lives that will
affect us. However, changing something in our environment triggers us to behave differently. While
explaining this concept in our training, we say to a calm-tempered participant, "For example, if we send
you to Syria, you might become a notorious terrorist." People laugh because they see a relaxed, sane
person in front of them. There is probably no tendency towards violence in his bones. However, if there
is a big purpose to serve, for example idealism for humanity within his value system, then
environmental factors can be very deterministic to a person’s behavior, and this man would fight for it.
Therefore, being aware of environmental or structural conjunctions is quite noteworthy.



If we look at another formula, Linbert Spencer's formula is:

P = (K + S + J ) x At

In this formula, abbreviation P stands for performance, K stands for knowledge, S stands for
skills, and J stands for judgment.

Parentheses are pretty analytical, aren't they? But the components that are outside the parentheses
have a significantly bigger effect on all values: For example, A (attitude) has multiplying effect while T
(treatment) has an exponential effect. In short, how a person is treated can be seen as the most
important factor. In an environment where an individual cannot realize himself and does not feel
psychologically safe, skills and knowledge have no value!

Don’t forget that every company is unique! The first step towards a human-oriented agile approach is
to understand these special and sensitive dynamics. The metaphor of the gardener is often used in the
agile approach. Just as a gardener has to pay attention to each plant separately, institutions should also
focus on people and optimize their environment. By focusing on people in organizations, we can better
understand the relationship between its unique culture, structure and strategy and we can hence more
easily solve the organizational system’s problems. So, we actually need to look inside the system first
and change the inside while understanding the outside. This way, we can truly transform institutions,
which are social systems.

Consequently, for people who know what to do and why, it is essential to increase
facilitating factors, reduce barriers, and reorganize environmental factors in accordance

with purpose and meaning.

That's why we put people at the heart of
our model. 

Ultimately, it is the people who will realize
the transformation. Institutions that put
human at the center and understand their
behaviors and how they manifest in terms
of strategy, structure, and culture; will be
the real representatives of a truly agile
mindset.



Having a human focus and a holistic approach are key factors.  

Roadmap

While working as a partner with expert researcher-strategist Selim Oktar, we pondered a lot about the
context in which companies can create integrity, balance, and sustainability. When we tested our
hypothesis, we found that it fits into the following formula:

The first step towards people-oriented agile transformation is to understand the above connections
and dynamics. Only then you can truly transform institutions, which are basically social systems. The
holistic perspective allows us to see abstract cultural factors, structural barriers or driving forces that
we are not aware of or cannot name as patterns. It also gives important insights into the unity of
meaning and strategy alignment within the company.

The formula actually allows us to understand by which beams the three main pillars (S-S-C) of our
house are connected to each other. Knowing the driving forces, barriers, opportunities and
motivational factors in our company means understanding the performance factors. Companies that
work on knowing their strengths and hindrances are always advantageous.

How Do We Start?

To initiate change towards a true agile transformation, we need to make solemn changes in the fields of
strategy, structure, and culture (S-S-C). However, as in an equation with three unknown variables, it is
quite difficult to change them all at once. Therefore, companies prefer to start the change from one
part because it is simply easier.

You can proceed this way without losing the ports. Our first recommendation would be to understand
the strategy and value alignment. Simon Sinek says that without 'common vision' and 'common values',
all differences within the company become independent from each other. In other words, it is
important that you first have an idea about "how much you understand" within the organization. There
are so many employees who do not know the company's goals or find it conflicting with their personal
goals and meanings. This is natural. However, when this is above a certain percentage, there is a
problem. For example, in the analysis we conducted at a startup, we found that only 19 percent of the
company's employees knew about the company's target.



***The analysis actually tells us that the company has a highly motivated team willing to run long
distances. 

According to a new study by McKinsey during the Covid period, 70 percent of employees say their
sense of purpose is largely defined by work. Who knows, maybe if the employees clearly understand
what the purpose of their company is and whether it’s compatible with their personal goals, that
company’s competitive advantage would be indestructible.

You can do this type of insight work in a workshop format, or you can go deeper and do a
comprehensive analysis. Whatever it is, our suggestion would be to take a step towards understanding
the internal dynamics. You can start with some questions:

●      Are your goals clear? (Do employees have a clear idea of the company's goals?)
●      Are your skills and competencies sufficient to achieve these goals? What areas you need to
improve?
●      Are your company culture and structure compatible with your goal? If not, which would you
change?

***However, interestingly, 75 percent of the same employees believe that the company will be
successful next year and they believed that the company would surpass its goals. But what were these
targets? Only 19 percent had the answer to this question! Running towards an unknown destination
must be quite tiring.



Then you can move on to the phase where you question the ‘why’ and ‘how’.

●      What motivates your employees?
●      What are your internal/external barriers?
●      What are the factors that would multiply employee performance?

In the sub-total, you will have revealed the areas that need to be developed in order to be an agile
company in terms of what-why-how.

Your second step will be to find your well-chosen leverage projects. It usually helps to identify an
important problem and take action around it. Let’s say, the production is slow and time to market is
late. As a solution, you will either find ways to produce in shorter times or develop a new strategy and
enter into a new market.

You have chosen your project. Remember, a change on one step, will affect other parts of the puzzle.
However, we cannot change the whole by changing the parts one by one, as in systems theory. That’s
why we start from one part without losing the connections.

We cannot change the whole by
changing the parts one by one, as in

systems theory.
 That’s why we start from one part

without losing the connections.

Then come to the establishment and training the team that will implement the projects together. If we
are talking about a people-oriented approach, team means everything. Your strategy will remain on
paper as a brilliant idea without a competent and motivated team to bring it to life.

However, when building an agile team, two things must be taken into account:

●      Identifying informal leaders and including them in the team, if possible
●      Do not leave the teams to encourage self-management immediately; first be aware of sub-
cultural patterns and provide healthy coaching and up/re-skilling support.



U l t i m a t e l y ,  y o u r  g o a l  i s  t o  g e t  t h e  t e a m  ' d o  t h e  r i g h t  t h i n g '  i n
l i n e  w i t h  t h e  c o m p a n y ' s  p u r p o s e ,  c u l t u r e  a n d  s t r a t e g y .

 

Simultaneously, we recommend that you start an effective communication and engagement plan that
promotes behavioral change. Since communication is another expertise area, sometimes it may be
skipped although it is an important complementary part in agile transformation projects.

Our brain demands stability and certainty, but also leads us continuously to find a way to deal with
uncertainty. This is maybe our outmost survival mechanism. And this is also what ‘agility’ is. It helps us
to evolve rapidly especially in today's world, where uncertainty and variability are rampant. Let’s use
everybody’s brain more effectively by putting people into focus.

W r i t t e n  b y  I n a n c  C i v a z  

T o  f o l l o w  o n  L i n k e d I n

Inanc Civaz is an experienced multidisciplinary Business Agility consultant
specializing on the people side as well as strategy and structure. She has 15
years of international experience in  consultancy, with hybrid knowledge on
strategy, communications, crisis management and cultural change.

She holds an MA degree in cultural management which has inspired her
agile transformation projects. She is co-creator of Agile People Manifesto,
co-author of global ‘Your Call to Action for the Future of Work’ book and
Turkish editor of ‘Agile People: A Radical Approach for HR & Managers’
book. 

Her purpose is to help individuals and organizations by creating an
inclusive environment with an Agile mindset, and to thrive together.
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https://agilepeoplemanifesto.org/english/

